The fact that the result holds when k is algebraically closed was proved by Ganong in [4]; we will refer to that fact as Ganong's theorem, and will make use of it in our proof. It was also known that Ganong's argument could prove the result under the weaker assumption that k is a perfect field, but apparently the general case was not known.
One aim of the paper is to prove the following The fact that the result holds when k is algebraically closed was proved by Ganong in [4] ; we will refer to that fact as Ganong's theorem, and will make use of it in our proof. It was also known that Ganong's argument could prove the result under the weaker assumption that k is a perfect field, but apparently the general case was not known.
The method used in [4] (namely, the HN-expansions, see [5] ) is not available in the general case, because one has to deal with curves with a possibly nonrational place at infinity. The main ingredient in our proof (besides Ganong's theorem) is a result on pairs of polynomials in one indeterminate over an integral domain of positive characteristic (Proposition 1.2), to which the first section is devoted. Section 2 gives two applications of (1.2), the second of which being the proof of the above theorem. The other application (Proposition 2.3) is concerned with the more general "Frobenius sandwich" situation where Rp" CACR.
We will need some basic facts about automorphisms of k[X, Y] and plane curves with one place at infinity; these can be found in [1, 2] or [5] .
Pairs of polynomials in one indeterminate
Throughout this section let S be an integral domain containing a field k, let T ,TX, and T2 be indeterminates, let G be the group of k-automorphisms of k[r,, T2], and let E be the set (S[T] x S[T])\(S x S). Given 6 e G and (x, y) € E we put 6(x, y) = (a(x, y), P(x, y)) e E, where a = 6~X(TX) and /? = 0~X(T2). This defines a left-action of G on £, and we tacitly refer to this action whenever we speak of an orbit. Note that (x, y), (x', y') e E belong to the same orbit if and only if (x', y') = (a(x, y), fi(x, y)) for some a, 0 € k[Tx, T2] such that k[a, y?] = k [Tx, T2] .
Given x £ S[T], the formal derivative dx/dT will be denoted x ; let degx be the T-degree of x and, in particular, let degO = 0. The bidegree of (x, y) e E is bideg(x, y) = (degx, degy). A pair (m,n) of nonnegative integers is nonprincipal if either mn = 0, or m \ n and n \ m; otherwise (m, n) is principal. Lemma 1.1. Suppose (x, y), (x', y') e E belong to the same orbit, have nonprincipal bidegrees, and satisfy degx < degy and degx' < degy'. If a, /? e kf^i, T2] are such that k[a, /?] = k[Tx, T2] and (x', y') -(a(x, y), P(x, y)), then a -aTx + b and /? -cT2 + f(Tx) for some a, c ek* = k\{0}, ft ek, andfek [Tx] such that deg/degx < degy. Consequently,
x' = ax + b, y' = cy + f(x), bideg(x, y) = bideg(x', y').
Proof. This can be found, in one form or another, in the literature (see [2] for instance). At any rate, it is very well known if k = S; we reduce to that case by noting that a, fi € k Remark. From the special case " 5 = k " of this proposition, one may deduce (2.2) of [3] and hence the main theorem of that paper. In the applications contained in the next section, however, S is a polynomial ring in one indeterminate over k.
Proof. For the first assertion, let (u,v) & cf be such that u e So[Tp], let (m,n) -bideg(w, v), and assume that neither of conditions (a), (b) holds. Then mn ^ 0 and either m\n or pn\m. Define («', v') as follows.
If m\n, let d = n/m and note that there exists X 6 k* such that deg(w -Xud) < degw ; define (u' ,v') = (u,v-Xud).
If pn\m, let d = m/(pn) and note that there exists X € k* such that deg(w -Xvdp) < degw; define (u', v') = (u -Xvdp, v).
So in each case we obtain (u', v') e cf such that u' e S0[TP] and degw' + degv' < degw + degv . Clearly, this proves the first assertion. gives y + f(x) = cue So[Tp], and obviously degf < max(degg, degh). Now (1.1) also says that degndegx < degy, and on the other hand, the inequality (d -l)degi> < degw is equivalent to deggdegx < degx + degy . D
FROBENIUS SANDWICHES
In this section, k denotes a field of characteristic p > 0 and R -k[21 (for a k-algebra A , the notation A = k^"] means that A is a polynomial ring in n indeterminates over k).
A coordinate system of R is a pair (X, Y) e RxR such that R = k[X, Y]; the set of all coordinate systems of R is denoted T(R). A variable of R is an element u of R such that R -k[u, v] for some v . If (A", y) € T(R) has been chosen then, given F e R, degy F and ley F denote, respectively, the degree and leading coefficient of F , where F is regarded as a polynomial in Y with coefficients in k[X] (and similarly for deg^-F and lc* F ); we also write Fx and FY for the partial derivatives 8F/dX and dF/dY.
By a subalgebra of R we mean a subring that contains k. Let 1(7?) be the set of subalgebras A = k[2l of R such that A D Rp" for some n > 0. In other words, we may assume that k = k and that u e R is irreducible. Since the above inclusions imply that (R/uR)p" C k'1' C R/uR , i.e., that R/uR is purely inseparable over k [1] , we conclude that u has one place at infinity (rational, since k = k), and the result follows (see [5, (5. We claim that it suffices to find a variable w of A such that wY -0. Indeed, let t e A be such that (w, t) e T(A). From A ^ R (because (2) Choose (x, y) e T(A) such that (degyX, degyy) is nonprincipal and degy x < degy y ; by the previous paragraph, we may assume that Xy ^ 0. We will now apply the second part of (1.2) to A, R, and (X, Y) e T(R) (see (2.2)); note that the " k " of (1. 
